Chapter 13 Review
The events outlined in chapter 13 illustrate a change in politics from a single-party system (Democratic-Republicans) To
the Second Two Party System (Whigs and Democrats). As you review the events, consider political impact and increasing
sectionalism.

MASS DEMOCRACY:
-increased voting rights
-increased voter turnout
-increased value in political parties
-increased numbers and energy in political campaigns
-increased checks and balances for government

Voter Turnout
1824 – 25%
1828 – 50%
1840 – 78%
BTW…
2008 – 57%

Universal White Male Suffrage
All Men Could Vote
The highlighted states had removed barriers…
Other States Had Restrictions (Such as property, residency, taxpaying)
But It Was Still a Time of Dramatic Increases…

MASS
DEMOCRACY
RISING

Mass Democracy and the Two Party System Rising…What produced the hot air?
1. The illusion of the Era of Good Feelings (James Monroe) shattered with the Panic of
1819 and the Missouri Compromise of 1820
Panic of 1819
-the first financial panic since Washington took office.
- main cause was the over-speculation in frontier lands.
-Bank of the United States became a financial devil to
western farmers because it foreclosed many farms
-political debate on banking heated up
-increased sectionalism

Missouri Compromise 1820
- introduced by Congressman Henry Clay from KY
-conflict over balance of power… slave vs free, north vs south
-Missouri as a slave state in 1820
- Maine, which was apart of Massachusetts, admitted
as a separate, free state.
Therefore, there were 12 slave & 12 free states.
- forbade slavery in the remaining territories north of
the line of 36° 30', except for Missouri.
-the issue of slavery created conflict and highlighted political differences
-increased sectionalism

Therefore… Hot Air  banking and slavery

2. Corrupt Bargain Scandal
-four candidates, all Democratic-Republican
-no one earned enough electoral votes for the win
-Andrew Jackson had the most popular votes
-House of Representatives had to choose (12th Amendment)
-John Quincy Adams was chosen and then named Henry Clay Sec. of State
-AJ and his supporters accused Henry Clay and JQA of
“corrupt bargain,” meaning Clay (speaker of the House)
made a deal to support JQA in exchange for being named
Secretary of State
-no evidence that this was true
-increased political fervor… led to split of Democratic-Republican party
into National Republicans and the Democrats

Henry
Clay

3. JQA
-the first minority president (fewer than 1/3 voters chose him)
-intellectual, not popular, devoted Christian, high morals
-sarcastic, condescending, tactless
-refused spoils (giving jobs to supporters) or to fire able people
-increased expectation among party workers that there would be some reward for contributions
- was a strong nationalist and he supported the building of national roads and canals
-supported education
-as Secretary of State, he was very successful… as President… one of the worst
-as Secretary of State under Monroe, he wrote the Monroe Doctrine and negotiated the Adams-Onis Treaty which
gained Florida… also tried to work with Great Britain to fight Atlantic slave trading, but Congress wouldn’t let him
-voters increasingly looked for personality and participation… which changed the art of political campaigning

4. Election of 1828
-John Quincy Adams – National Republican running for second term
-Andrew Jackson – Democratic-Republican
(became known as Jacksonian Democrats)
-AJ’s political philosophy
-based on suspicion of the federal government
-spoils was good… reward party workers with jobs (Spoils System)
(this led to quite a mess… inept people stealing money
and not doing their job) BUT it led to a strong 2-party system by building loyalty
-mudslinging was fierce; Rachel Jackson called an adulteress
-“Old Hickory”
-champion of the common man
-very popular in south and west
-hero of Indian wars and War of 1812 (especially Battle of New Orleans)
-Jackson won with 68% electoral votes
- first president from the West and 2nd without college education (GW#1)
-political balance of power had shifted…
-victory seen as a win for “the masses”
-VP- John C. Calhoun

5. Tariff of 1828 – “The Black Tariff” or “The Tariff of Abominations”
And the Nullification Crisis
-AJ supporters proposed the tariff as a way to insult Adams, they expected it to be voted down, but it passed
-tariffs protected New England industry by making imports more expensive
-hurt the south the most economically
-southerners were angry at New England priority
-increased sectionalism
-increased fear of federal government acting against state interests… leading to fear about slavery… leading southerners to consider
rebellion now under the flag of ‘tariff’

The South Carolina Exposition
-secretly written by John C. Calhoun (vice president under Jackson)
-denounced tariff
-proposed states nullify it
-Nullies organized
-Congress passed Tariff of 1832 (lowering tariff) but Nullies still mad, nullified it, and threatened to secede
----NULLIFICATION CRISIS----

Force Bill
-authorized president to use the army and navy to collect tariff duties
-before it could be used, Henry Clay negotiated Compromise Tariff of 1833…lowering tariffs once more
-Nullies backed off
-increased sectionalism… and underlying issues still there

6. Trail of Tears
-Jackson's Democrats committed to western expansion… Indians in “the way”
-Society for Propagating the Gospel Among Indians was founded in 1787 in order to Christianize Indians
-five civilized tribes were the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Seminoles
-AJ wanted to move the Indians so the white men could expand
-claimed he wanted to ‘rescue’ Indians
-1830, Congress passed the Indian Removal Act… Forced Removal with compensation
-moved more than 100,000 Indians living east of the Mississippi to reservations west of the Mississippi (mainly
Oklahoma… seen as the most undesirable land at the time)
-five "civilized" tribes were hardest hit.
BTW… in 1830 Chief Justice John Marshall ruled in favor of the Cherokees against Georgia, that they had
land rights due to federal treaty of 1791, but whites wanted that land (gold discovered on it). AJ refused to
enforce ruling. Cherokees sold land for $5,000,000 in 1838.
-Black Hawk, who led Sauk and Fox braves from Illinois and Wisconsin, resisted the eviction
-Seminoles in Florida retreated to the Everglades, fighting for several years until they retreated deeper into the Everglades.
White Americans did
Recognize the tribes as
separate nations, but saw
them as uncivilized.
Some Indians assimilated…
The Cherokee became
farmers, had a constitution
based off of the US version
with private property notions,
entered cotton market, owned
slaves. Sequoyah created
alphabet and taught Cherokee
how to read and write. They
printed newspapers, the Bible,
and other items in Cherokee.

JQA lamented over AJ’s actions… called this act “crying sins, for
which we are answerable before a higher jurisdiction”

They also tried to trick them
into giving up land while also
promising to only use formal
treaties for land changes.

7. The Bank War
-AJ despised the Bank of the United States because he felt it was very
monopolistic
-was a private institution, accountable not to the people, but to its
elite circle of investors
-acted as depository for public funds
-made credit available
-it minted gold and silver coins
-foreclosed many western farms (sectionalism)
-main goal was profit, not public service (AJ asserted)
- Nicholas Biddle, the president of the Bank of the United States,
held an immense and possibly unconstitutional amount of power
over the nation's financial affairs
-Bank War erupted in 1832
- Daniel Webster and Henry Clay presented Congress with a bill
to renew the Bank's charter.
-Clay pushed to renew the charter in 1832 to make it an issue for the
election of that year. He felt that if Jackson signed off on it, then
Jackson would alienate the people of the West who hated the Bank.
If Jackson vetoed it, then he would alienate the wealthy class of the
East who supported the Bank. Clay did not account for the fact that
the wealthy class was now a minority. Jackson vetoed the bill
calling the Bank unconstitutional and claiming it was bad for
the country.
-veto showed that Jackson felt that the Executive Branch
had more power than the Judicial Branch in determining
the Constitutionality of the Bank of the United States…
and was a major expanse for the power of the executive.

AJ’s actions increased the power of the
executive and he was dubbed King Andrew

8. Election of 1832
-Andrew Jackson won in electoral landslide (VP-Martin Van Buren)*
-new party called “Anti-Masonic” (nation’s first third party) entered race
-suspicions against Masonic secret fraternity, but mainly anti-Jackson
-first election with nominating conventions and political platforms
BTW…
The following presidents were Masons
George Washington
James Monroe
Andrew Jackson
James Polk
James Buchanan
Andrew Johnson
James Garfield
William McKinley
Theodore Roosevelt
Howard Taft
Warren Harding
Franklin Roosevelt
Harry Truman
Gerald Ford

*MVB replaced JCC as VP following the scandalous Peggy Eaton
Affair. See last page of these notes to read more about it.

9. The Death of the National Bank

AJ

NB

- charter expired in 1836
-AJ wanted to make exterminate bank
-fought Nicholas Biddle for control (Biddle trying to prevent death)
-1833, 3 years before the Bank's charter ran out, AJ removed federal
deposits from its vaults
-Bank Died
- financial vacuum in the American economy…surplus
federal funds were placed in several dozen state banks that
were political supportive of Jackson
-smaller, wildcat banks in the west had begun to issue their
own currency But this "wildcat" currency was extremely unreliable because its value was based upon the
value of the bank it was issued from. In 1836, "wildcat" currency had become so unreliable that Jackson
told the Treasury to issue a Specie Circular- a decree that required all public lands to be purchased with
metallic money. This drastic step contributed greatly to the financial panic of 1837.

10. The Whig Party
- conservatives who supported government programs, reforms, and public schools.
-called for internal improvements like canals, railroads, and telegraph lines… (American System)
-claimed to be defenders of the common man and declared the Democrats the party of corruption
-supporters were those who backed the American System, southern states’ rights, northern industrialists and evangelicals
-was Anti-Jackson party in early years

The Election of 1836
-Martin Van Buren was Andrew
Jackson's hand picked successor
-General William Henry Harrison was
one of the Whig's many presidential
nominees.
-The Whigs did not win because
they did not united behind just
one candidate… hoping to send
election to House of
Representatives… but MVB
won majority

Second Two-Party System
Democrats v. Whigs, 1836 - 1850

Democrats
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The party of tradition.
Looked backward to the past.
Spoke to the fears of Americans
Opposed banks and corporations as. state-legislated
economic privilege.
Opposed state-legislated reforms and preferred
individual freedom of choice.
Were Jeffersonian agrarians who favored farms and rural
independence and the right to own slaves.
Favored rapid territorial expansion over space by
purchase or war.
Believed in progress through external growth.
Democratic ideology of agrarianism, slavery, states
rights, territorial expansion was favored in the South.

Whigs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The party of modernization.
Looked forward to the future.
Spoke to the hopes of Americans.
Wanted to use federal and state government to promote
economic growth, especially transportation and banks.
Advocated reforms such as temperance and public
schools and prison reform.
Were entrepreneurs who favored industry and urban
growth and free labor.
Favored gradual territorial expansion over time and
opposed the Mexican War.
Believed in progress through internal growth
Whig ideology of urbanization, industrialization, federal
rights, commercial expansion was favored in the North.

11. Panic of 1837
- causes were: speculation and get-rich-quick schemes, the Bank War, money problems abroad, failure of wheat crops
- Gamblers in western lands were doing a "land-office business" on borrowed capital
-The speculative craze spread to canals, roads, railroads, and slaves.
- In 1836, the failure of two British banks caused the British investors to call in foreign loans.
These loans were the beginnings of the panic.
The panic of 1837 caused many banks to collapse, commodity prices to drop, sales of public to fall, and the loss of jobs.
Van Buren proposed the Divorce
-not passed by Congress

Bill (divorcing government from banking all together)

The Independent Treasury Bill passed in 1840
-independent treasury established and government funds would be locked in vaults
-repealed when Whigs took control of Congress the next year
-reinstated in 46 when Democrats took control back
-remained until the National Bank returned during Civil War

12. Texas
-Mexico won its independence from Spain in 1823.
-Allowed Moses Austin to settle in Texas, hoping he would civilize the area.
-Mexico gave a huge chunk of land to Stephen Austin to bring 300 families into Texas (mostly from south/west)
-to become Mexicans and Catholics (which they didn’t)
-Texans had many differences with the Mexicans. (MAINLY SLAVERY but also immigration and individual rights)
-Santa Anna- president of Mexico, in 1835, wiped out all local rights for Texans and became more authoritarian
-Mexican army raised to suppress the upstart Texans.
The Lone Star Rebellion
-Texas declared its independence in 1836.
-Sam Houston commander in chief for Texas.
-General Houston forced Santa Anna to sign a treaty in 1836 after Houston had captured Santa Anna in the Battle of San
Jacinto. Americans helped Texas fight/win.
The Texans wanted to become a state in the United States but the northerners did not want them to because
of the issue of slavery. Admitting Texas would mean one more slave state.

Republic of Texas 1836
Texas was annexed by the
United States later in 1845

13. Election of 1840
-MVB was unpopular and hit with major conflicts
-increasing sectionalism and drama over Texas
-border scuffles with British Canada
-economic depression

-William Henry Harrison won
-“Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” campaign slogan
Playing off his glory days in the War of 1812
-campaign portrayed him as poor farmer from the
West… Log Cabin
-Election marked by large, powerful, organized campaigns by massbased parties
-no official platform, avoided issues, focused
On character

WHH… died one month after
taking office. His VP, John
Tyler, took over as President but
abandoned the Whig party
agenda.

Closing thoughts – Mass Democracy and the Two Party System
1. Election of 1840 concluded the rise of mass democracy and the second 2-party system
2. Major political changes took place, making 1840 strikingly different from the Era of Good Feelings
3.

Power shifted from the aristocracy to “common man” with increased white male suffrage and political action.
Politicians who were too clean, too well dressed, too grammatical, and too intellectual were not liked.
Aristocracy was not liked by the American people. The common man was moving to the center of
the national political stage.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Politicians had to campaign actively and seek popularity.
The elite feared King Numbers would be as dangerous as King George.
Whigs and Democrats were extensions of the Democratic-Republicans (Jeffersonian Republicanism).
As sectionalism increased, it was the Democrats who favored states rights and federal restraint in social
and economic affairs.
Whigs favored a new National Bank, tariffs, American System, public schools, and moral reform
including abolishing liquor and slavery.
Modern day political parties and politicking was born.
The two parties didn’t divide the nation by region (they both had diverse membership).
Parties worked to balance each other, keeping the increasing sectionalism in check.

8.
9.
10.
11.

What’s next? …………………..The Second Two Party System breaks in the 1850s…
and then politicians can no longer hold a balance and prevent war.

Comparing Andrew Jackson to Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson believed a property requirement was a test of character that a man of initiative should be able to meet
By Jackson's time, property requirements for voting had been erased.
Jefferson believed the educated elite should rule, although he proposed education for all to prepare poorer
individuals for public office
Jackson believed all men were qualified to hold office and that political positions should be rotated.
In Jefferson's time, candidates were chosen by caucuses of political leaders.
Nominating conventions were introduced during Jackson's time.
Jefferson originally feared the consequences of industrialization.
Jackson accepted industry as essential to the American economy.
Neither man saw women or Native Americans as equals; Jackson had a particularly negative attitude toward
Native Americans.
Jefferson, who owned slaves, saw slavery as an evil that time would eradicate
Jackson owned slaves but seemed little interested in abolition.
Jefferson, an educated man himself, believed education was necessary for office-holding and for preparing
citizens for participation in a democracy.
Jackson had little education but believed education was relatively unimportant. He was a terrible writer, often
misspelling the same word in different ways on the same document. (Jefferson was skilled writer)

Peggy Eaton Affair
The Petticoat Affair (also known as the Eaton Affair ) was an 1831 U.S. scandal involving members of President Andrew Jackson's
Cabinet. Margaret "Peggy" O'Neale was the daughter of a Washington, D.C. boarding-house owner who had lost her first husband,
sailor John B. Timberlake, to suicide. Peggy was renowned for having a "vivacious" temperament — the implication being that she
was overtly flirtatious and sexual at a time when "respectable" women, as a group, were not — and it was alleged that Timberlake had
been driven to suicide because of her affair with Jackson's Secretary of War John Henry Eaton. Peggy and Eaton were married shortly
after Timberlake's death, scandalizing the respectable women of the capital.
The anti-Peggy coalition was led by Second Lady Floride Calhoun, the wife of Vice President John C. Calhoun and a phalanx of other
Cabinet wives, while Martin Van Buren, the only unmarried member of the Cabinet, having been widowed, allied himself with the
Eatons. Jackson was sympathetic to the Eatons, in part, perhaps, because his own beloved late wife, Rachel Donelson Robards, had
been the subject of equally nasty innuendo. (Her first marriage turned out to have not been completely dissolved prior to her wedding
to Jackson.) That said, Jackson's First Lady, Rachel's niece Emily Donelson, nonetheless sided with the Calhoun faction.
The scandal was so intense that several members of the Cabinet finally resigned, including Samuel D. Ingham and John Branch, and
Van Buren was elevated to a position as Jackson's favorite (replacing Calhoun) and the de facto heir to the Democratic party.
Eventually, Eaton also resigned from the cabinet.
The major significance of the scandal was that John C. Calhoun became the first vice president to resign from office, and be
replaced by Martin Van Buren (who then eventually became president)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FYI… Early in his administration Jackson abandoned official cabinet meetings and used heads of departments solely to
execute their departmental duties, while the policies of his administration were formed in meetings of the
Kitchen Cabinet. The members of the informal cabinet included the elder Francis P. Blair, Duff Green, Isaac Hill,
Amos Kendall, and William B. Lewis. John H. Eaton of the regular cabinet met with the group; Martin Van Buren also
was taken into its confidence. Several members of the Kitchen Cabinet were able journalists and editors of influential
regional newspapers.

